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Foreword
By the FEI President
On behalf of the Fédération Equestre Internationale, it is with great
enthusiasm that I welcome you back to Rotterdam after two years of
absence, for another exciting leg of the Longines FEI Jumping Nations
Cup™ and the FEI Dressage Nations Cup™ series 2022. What a treat to
have two disciplines battle it out at the same event for the team
honours! Over the next few days, you will see some of the world’s
finest sport horses and athletes unite to showcase their talent, and
the Jumping athletes will once again have the opportunity to earn
valuable points for their nation to qualify for the Longines FEI Jumping
Nations Cup™ Final in Barcelona from 29 September to 2 October.
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WATCH 2022

An iconic timepiece from
The Longines Master Collection –
the Official Watch of the Longines
FEI Jumping Nations Cup™
of the Netherlands
Longines is proud to introduce a model from one of its famous
flagship lines - The Longines Master Collection. Powered by a selfwinding mechanical movement and equipped with a chronograph,
this timepiece features a moon phase indicator, 24-hour indicator and
a 30-minute counter with a date display, making it a truly phenomenon
model. Successful since its very first launch in 2005, The Longines
Master Collection is the perfect contemporary illustration of the brand’s
watchmaking expertise.
A paragon of Longines’ watchmaking expertise, The Longines Master
Collection perfectly reflects the values of excellence and elegance that
enabled the brand to achieve a remarkable level of success across the
world since its launch in 2005. Known for its technical sophistication,
the models of this line are all powered by mechanical movements, showcasing the watchmaking tradition that the brand holds dear.
This refined creation embodies one-of-a-kind timeless classic elegance
and high performance by pairing dynamic lines with uncompromising
quality. The mechanism is powered by a self-winding mechanical
movement (L687 calibre) and is coupled with chronograph functions
characterized by a central 60-second hand, a moon phase display with
12-hour counter at 6 o’clock and 30 minute-counter with a date display at
12 o’clock. A 24-hour indicator at 9 o’clock and a half moon central hand
indicating dates are featured to further underline the boldness of the
brand’s technical design and its tireless pursuit of mechanical reliability.
With the sleek and powerful geometry incorporated into its aesthetics,
this technically sophisticated timepiece is perfectly designed to delight
those who constantly juggle the various aspects of their lives while
looking to pursue high performance in their personal achievements
without compromising quality.
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Abu Dhabi, UAE
23.01.2022

Coapexpan, MEX
20.03.2022

Sopot, POL
12.06.2022

Rotterdam, NED
24.06.2022

San Juan Capistrano, USA
15.05.2022
Falsterbo, SWE
15.07.2022

THE FINAL

Langley, CAN
05.06.2022

Hickstead, GBR
29.07.2022

Barcelona, ESP
29.09 - 02.10.2022

St. Gallen, SUI
06.06.2022

Dublin, IRL
19.08.2022
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PROGRAM
Below you will find an overview of the sporting programme of the 73rd CHIO
Rotterdam. All races and contests will take place in the Rotterdam Stadium.
The programme may be subject to change.

Wednesday June 22nd, 2022 (Prologue)
12:00 Finale CHIO Zuid-Holland Cup Dressuur powered by uvex
14:15

D1 CDN National Grand Prix

Thursday June 23rd, 2022
07:30 D2 CDN National Grand Prix Special
09:10 D3 CDIO5* International Grand Prix | FEI Nations Cup
15:30 S1 CSIO5* int. Jumping 1.45m two phases (2 horses)
18:30 S2 CSIO5* int. Jumping 1.55m against the clock (Q) (LR-D)

Friday June 24th, 2022
09:00 S3 CSIO5* int. Jumping 1.45m two phases special
12:00 S4 CSIO5* int. Jumping 1.50m against the clock (LR-D)
16:00 S5 CSIO5* Longines FEI Nations Cup Jumping of the Netherlands | Int Jumping with jump off (LR-A)
20:00 Four in Hand Driving competition

Saturday June 25th, 2022
09:00 S6 Int CSIO5* int. Jumping 1.45m against the clock
12:30 S7 CSIO5* Championship of Rotterdam int. Jumping 1.50m with jump-off (LR-C)
16:00 D4 CDIO5* int. Dressage Grand Prix Special | Nations Cup
19:10

D5 CDIO5* int. Dressage Grand Prix Freestyle | Nations Cup

Sunday June 26th, 2022
09:00 Children program
11:30

S9 CSIO5*int.Jumping 1.45m against the clock

14:30 S10 CSIO5* Longines Grand Prix of Rotterdam | Int Jumping 1.60m with jump off (LR-A)
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Elegance is an attitude
Jane Richard

THE LONGINES
MASTER COLLECTION

